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IN HER OWN WORDS

I’ve always been interested in making things. My parents encouraged me to observe things, to understand how things are formed and made. They took me to museums and art galleries including Barbara Hepworth’s studio in St Ives and historic sites like the cairns in Scotland. As geologists, they were always pointing out features in the landscape.
that would give clues to the structures and material of the ground below. At home I made my own clothes. At school I took wood- and metal-working classes along with technical drawing. But I didn’t really think of making things as “sculpture” until on a Foundation Course at Jacob Kramer Leeds College of Art. At that time there was an exhibition of Anthony Caro’s sculptures at the Leeds City Art Gallery – it kind of set something off. In the catalogue text by Tim Hilton I marked just one sentence, a quote from Caro’s essay, ‘Some Thoughts After Visiting Florence…’: “Art thrives on the discrepancies between its territory and the real world, and it exploits the tensions between these frontiers”.

After the Foundation Course, I graduated from Norwich School of Art in Fine Art Sculpture B.A. (Hons), then thanks to a Commonwealth Foundation Fellowship I travelled to Nigeria and spent a year there, being trained as a Yoruba carver under Master Carver Segun Faleyie. I was fortunate to be admitted into another culture, but there was no point in just copying it. You have to learn to sing your own song. The main thing I learnt was how to be myself.

Commenting on this, Derek Horton wrote: “This unique experience is manifest, not in the form or style of the work, but in her sensitivity to materials, her concentrated attention to symbolism and her understanding of the unifying interrelationship of manufacture, nature and philosophy.” – review of the exhibition Not even nothing can be free of ghosts, Corridor8.

I make large works that operate within specific architectural spaces, and also small works, hand-held size. I like works to be explicit, so you can see the material and how it has been made and at the same time to transcend this, to activate a cognitive embodied understanding, a feeling. I want the object to play on the boundary of the real and the imagined.